TRANSLATING THE TRENDS
Marni

TAKE COVER

Rodo

BASKET CASE

From ancient Egypt to modern sewing circles, quilted constructions have found their way from the family room
sofa to high-fashion runways. D&G takes this homespun trend couture with an ivory mini-dress, and a
tasseled belt gives a nod to home décor.
Emanating uptown chic, quilted flats add buttoned-up elegance to any ensemble. Harriet
by London Sole ($210), two-tone shoe by
Outono and B7529 by Rodo ($920).

London
Sole

Lust4Luxe

Woven leather details add interest to this season’s basic
ballet flat. Though the casual silhouette will keep
her looking polished from 9 to 5, the artisan elements will set her apart. Marni adds sheen to
this two-piece look with a woven design in
metallic gold and royal purple. Bella by Paul
Mayer ($270), Ribbonella by Bloch ($160),
Flat Maria by Carolina Pagano ($550), PA7096 by Chocolat Blu ($370), bronze
flat by Schutz and Sam by
Lust4Luxe ($460).

HOW TO WEAR IT
hile this is a more sophisticated look, the
nice thing about these flats is that you
can wear them with jeans and they look
adorable; you can wear them with black pants and
look pulled together; but you can also pair them
with girly dresses.” Despite their versatility,
Greenawalt adds one warning for multi-color styles:
“I would be careful of having too many colors added into the mix.”
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HOW TO WEAR IT
see this as a daytime shoe,” says Greenawalt, who
cautions that flats, if worn incorrectly, can take
inches off your height. “For those under 5’7”, flats
look best with pants, but if you do choose a skirt, keep
the hemline above the knee. If you are over 5’7”, a
printed dress or skirt, something with some movement
to it, will add a feminine touch.”
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CURTAIN CALL
Opulent, damask-inspired fabrics add a regal air to fall, as seen in this
richly patterned jacquard jacket by Prada. While floral and paisley elements create a strikingly feminine design, monochromatic color
schemes keep these styles wearable. Bistro by Ann Roth ($345),
Babs by Diba ($79) and Cadele by Taryn Rose ($295).
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HOW TO WEAR IT
ou can thank the Tudors for this season’s tapestryprinted boots and booties,” says Greenawalt, who suggests pairing the shorter boot with skinny
jeans and the higher style with a gray pencil skirt.
“Be careful about mixing too many prints, patterns
and textures. If you are going to make a statement,
do it with the shoe and build the outfit around the
shoe—think supporting role, not competing.”
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ALEXANDRA SUZANNE GREENAWALT
Under the moniker AlexandrA, Alexandra Suzanne Greenawalt has styled in New York City for the
past eight years. It is AlexandrA’s experience as a stylist working on-set with renowned fashion
photographers, entertainers and designers that has led to a well-connected knowledge of how to
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look fabulous in every situation. Learn more at www.alexandrastylist.com.
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